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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT OF OKCHARACTER.ORG

- Harvard National Leadership Index*

Dear Oklahomans,

American author Neil Postman said, “Children are the living messages we will send into a time we will not see.” 

Wow…if there were no other reason to work and strive for Schools of Character, that concept might be the only 

one we need!

 

Families and communities across the nation are clamoring for schools that graduate students who can compete 

on the global stage—students who are both smart and good.

Everyone knows that bullying, apathy, substance abuse, violence, unsafe conditions, and lack of cooperation 

between schools and families will hinder a child’s chance at success. These are complex issues that take hard 

work, dedication, and multiple resources to overcome. One of those resources is the 11 Principles for Effective 

Character Education developed by the national organization Character.org.

Schools in Oklahoma that have implemented the 11 Principles have documented significant success in reducing 

negative behaviors such as bullying, fighting, tardiness, and apathy while improving positive outcomes such as 

higher test scores, better attendance, treating others with kindness and fairness, improved service, and higher 

morale for students and staff.

 

In partnership with Character.org, a new organization called OKcharacter.org now exists to serve Oklahoma 

schools that want to implement the 11 Principles or apply for recognition as a State or National School of 

Character. We are grateful for numerous state leaders who have supported this effort, including State School 

Superintendent Joy Hofmeister, Representatives Jerry McPeak, Ken Walker, Ben Scherrer, Senator Marty Quinn, 

and Lt. Governor Todd Lamb. 

In 2014 the Oklahoma State Department of Education became the official State Sponsor for celebrating the 

growing number of schools that receive “Schools of Character” recognition. The State Sponsor also encourages 

schools to use the 11 Principles as a framework for school improvement and intentional culture-building.

Please join this movement by encouraging your school to become a School of Character, or you can donate to 

sponsor a school to engage in this process. Let’s join hands in this important work to maximize all the good things 

that our schools have to offer!

Madison Tomlinson   

State Coordinator, OKcharacter.org  

“The National School of Character program sponsored by 
Character.org has the potential to revolutionize school 
culture across our great state of Oklahoma.” 

Frank Keating, former Governor of Oklahoma
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- Harvard National Leadership Index*

“We must remember that intelligence is not 
enough. Intelligence plus character–that is 
the goal of true education.” 

Martin Luther King Jr.

Schools of 
Character 
Framework
From curriculum integration 

to extra-curricular activities, 

from parent and community 

partnerships to staff 

development, the 11 Principles 

of Effective Character Education 

offers fundamental guidance 

for educators to transform their 

schools into successful learning 

environments. 

 Download the PDF:  
www.character.org/11principles

LINKING SMART  
AND GOOD

LEARN GROW

LEAD

Reclaiming our schools for character
In the effort to be a strong and competitive nation in the 21st century, we 

must focus not only on how smart our youth can be, but also on how good 

they can be. In our work with thousands of educators around the country, 

we find that those who link smart and good are those who build up, not just 

smarter youth, but those who are ethical and engaged citizens. 

Linking smart and good is what Schools of Character do through our 11 

Principles framework. The path to get there is: Learn, Grow, Lead—Repeat.
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LEARN
Some educators start their character 
journey with the National Forum, some 
with trainings, and many with our website. 
The most important thing is that they begin. 

In 2010 I assumed the Principalship 

of Muskogee High School in 

Muskogee, Oklahoma. 

The school is a mirror image of 

our community with a diverse 

population both racially and 

ethnically. Muskogee has a wide 

ranging economic strata and we have 

a large number of students from low 

socio-economic backgrounds who 

are in need of a great deal of support 

and coping mechanisms for success. 

I believed wholeheartedly that an 

intentional emphasis on character 

education and development was the 

answer to this need. 

To jump-start a character 

transformation in MHS I attended 

the 2010 National Forum on 

Character Education in San Francisco. 

The experience was amazing! The 

opportunity to observe, listen, and 

especially to communicate with 

current school leaders who had  

and were transforming their schools 

into Schools of Character set a fire in 

my soul. 

By the Forum’s second day I had 

a vision of the path we would take 

our school, and I left San Francisco 

convinced that developing and 

implementing a set of core character 

values and the focus provided by the 

11 Principles was the key to turning 

Muskogee High School around. 

The proof is in the pudding! In 2011 

Character.org proclaimed Muskogee 

High School as Oklahoma’s first State 

and National School of Character. 

Five years later test scores and 

attendance are still up, discipline 

infractions are down, and a 

continuing culture of respect is 

prevalent among the student body 

and faculty. 

The 2010 Forum and my follow-up 

attendance in 2011 were instrumental 

in helping us make a lasting shift in 

our culture and allowed us to become 

a model for the entire state. 

Thanks Character.org!

Forum a First  
Step to Success
Dewayne Pemberton 
Principal, Muskogee High School
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Learning in 2014 
NATIONAL NUMBERS

76,105
unique visits to our online 

lesson plans

3,888 
downloads of 11 Principles of 

Effective Character Education

 

584 

Common Core white paper 

downloads

480 

Promising Practices 

applications

398 

First time attendees to the 

2014 National Forum

At each annual state education 

conference Oklahoma Schools of 

Character (SOC) are celebrated 

before thousands of educators 

and breakout sessions have been 

standing room only because of the 

growing desire to learn about the 

programs. 

Districts across Oklahoma are 

hungry to create Schools of 

Character, not to simply receive 

a designation, but to make a 

difference in the lives of students. 

As schools begin to use the 11 

Principles to focus on intentionally 

improving their cultures and 

climates they find that they are 

already doing many good things 

that only need to be refined and are 

able to more clearly see the areas in 

which they need to grow. 

 

“Producing responsible productive 

citizens is not just about preparing 

them academically but socially 

as well.  The 11 Principles applied 

with fidelity help us accomplish 

our mission every day,” remarked 

Melissa Parks, counselor at DOVE 

Science Academy.  

 

As a 2015 Emerging School of 

Character, DOVE is using the 11 

Principles training and the feedback 

received from their first SOC 

application to continue to grow 

their culture of character as they 

move closer to becoming a State and 

National School of Character.

“Fostering good character in our 

students not only positively impacts 

their futures, but also dynamically 

influences our community, our 

state, and our Nation. They are 

the change agents for our future 

success,” said Evett Barham, a 

teacher at Pryor High School.

Learn from Trainings
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Sadler Arts Academy 
Muskogee, OK

Sadler Arts Academy is a K-8 school founded with the 

certainty that education has two intertwined purposes: 

the development of critical intelligence and the 

nurturance of the human capacity to care. In 2011 our 

Principal, Ronia Davison, heard about the 11 Principles 

and attended the National Forum in 2012 returning 

with a commitment to become a National School of 

Character. As a faculty we were already sowing seeds 

of respect, responsibility, resilience and compassion 

in our students and using the 11 Principles as a tool 

to increase the quality of our character culture was 

quickly embraced. 

Staff Development 

The faculty took part in staff development sessions on 

the 11 Principles and we identified our Core Values and 

segregated by Principle our programs, events, routines, 

areas of service, and integration of character with 

curricula. 

 

Promising Practices

In using the Principles as a means of intentionally 

guiding our character initiative we knew that we 

were already doing numerous things that promote 

character in our students. As a result, since 2011 Sadler 

has received 6 Promising Practices based on 5 different 

Principles. The receipt of the awards became great 

motivation and inspiration for us to continue the quest 

for School of Character.

State and National School of Character

Having what we believed to be a great school 

coupled with the culture growth that resulted from 

implementing the 11 Principles we applied for School 

of Character in 2014 and became Oklahoma’s first 

elementary to be a State/National School of Character. 

“At Sadler we know that fostering good 
character in students is a continuous 
journey and we are committed to aiding 
OKcharacter.org in spreading the Schools of 
Character initiative throughout the state.” 

- Ronia Davison, Principal

GROW
They have gotten their feet wet. Started 
implementing ideas. Now it’s time for self-
assessment, evaluation and specific feedback 
to become a School of Character. 

Becoming a School 
of Character is a 
journey of growth. 

For many schools it takes 
3-7 years to reach the 
exemplar status we look for 
in our Schools of Character.

Applicants, however, tell us that the rigor of 

the application and the required school-wide 

reflection lead to the most growth. 
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For almost 20 years Muskogee High School students have done 

fund raisers like yard sales, serving in restaurants, bake sales, 

and car washes. All of the money raised is used to buy warm 

clothing for less privileged children in area elementary schools. 

Growing in 2014 
NATIONAL NUMBERS

136 
Schools of Character applications

34%
increase in Schools of Character

 

44 

National Schools of Character

48
State Schools of Character

42,969 

students immersed in a thriving 

learning environments

51,820,614 

hours* students were immersed 

in cultures of character

*Based on national average of 1,206 

hours per year in school

National Results 
SCHOOLS OF CHARACTER 

Academics: 88.3% 
Schools of Character with math 

scores on the rise or high 

Behavior: 87% 
Schools of Character with 

decline in discipline referrals

Climate: 87.3% 
Schools' of Character students 

reporting that they feel safe

For 15 years Muskogee elementary students have 

attended the annual summer Character Camp to not just 

learn about good character but to plan how they will 

make character a part of the culture of their schools.

“The application process helped us intentionally evaluate 

and refine our culture to better assist students in 

developing work ethic, character, and skills critical  

for success.” 

-Tracy Fenton, Counselor

Discipline referrals/OSS declined 63% in 3 years

“The feedback we received resulted in strategies for 

enriching our students' social and emotional growth, 

deepening their sense of belonging, and improving our 

school climate.” 

-Carmen Floris, Counselor

77% reduction in out-of-school suspensions

“The application process and feedback have enabled us to 

enhance the education of our students and the role of the 

family in the educational process.”

-Malinda Lindsey, Principal

86% of students have not been bullied at school

Hilldale 
Middle School 
Muskogee

DOVE Science 
Academy 
Elementary 
OKC

Early  
Childhood 
Center 
Muskogee
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LEAD
To spread our movement of reclaiming our 
schools for character requires building up 
more leaders. Through Schools of Character 
outreach, this is achieved. 

Five years ago, our district faced what one 

administrator described as an “apathy issue.”  We 

knew we didn’t have major discipline issues, but 

student apathy was a different story. We had too many 

students who were not engaged. They were just “doing 

school.”

  

In looking for answers to change this climate Stephen 

Covey’s book, The Leader in Me, really got my 

attention. It outlined how a school had used the 7 

Habits of Highly Effective People and a leadership 

paradigm to change their culture. I thought I might be 

on to something! We then began a conversation about 

what we wanted our schools to look like for students 

and staff. While recognizing that we had to continue to 

improve in 2013 we were introduced to Character.org’s 

11 Principles and the Schools of Character programs.

 

Through the 11 Principles we found the vehicle that 

would help us grow and mature as a district in our 

character education efforts. In them we had a way to 

evaluate and assess our culture and in applying the 11 

Principles framework we recognized that we had work 

to do in a number of areas. 

After applying for School of Character in 2014 Pryor 

High School used feedback from state evaluators and 

worked hard to make improvements. That work was 

rewarded as in 2015 PHS was recognized as a State and 

National School of Character. Now we are focusing on 

areas that will improve each of our schools. We realize 

that character development is a continuous journey 

and that there is not a finish line.  

With the help of OKcharacter.org our district will 

continue to evolve and mature in this process.  

Leading a 
District 
Don Raleigh, Superintendent of Pryor 
Public Schools, talks about transforming 
his district through character education.
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Volunteer spotlight 
Dr. Floyd Coppedge - Character Ambassador

Dr. Floyd Coppedge 

has left his mark on 

countless individuals 

through a lifetime 

commitment to education 

as a teacher and 

principal and serving on 

the faculties of Kansas State, Indiana, and 

Oklahoma Christian Universities, and the 

University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma. 

He was also Oklahoma Secretary of 

Education during Frank Keating’s tenure as 

Governor.

Governor Keating said, “Floyd Coppedge’s 

life has been synonymous with decency, 

kindness, selflessness and character. It 

is little wonder that he not only served 

as Oklahoma’s Secretary of Education 

but as Oklahoma’s first State Schools of 

Character Coordinator. Uplift of others has 

been his stock in trade.”

Longtime friend Tom Hill, added, “Dr. 

Coppedge is a true Oklahoma treasure. 

His passionate pursuit of character in 

Oklahoma schools has benefitted countless 

students, teachers, and their families and 

will continue to impact Oklahoma positively 

for years to come. We owe a great debt of 

gratitude to Floyd Coppedge.”

In his “retirement” years he’s served 

as interim President of Oklahoma 

Christian University, State Schools of 

Character Coordinator, an Evaluator of 

SOC applications, and on the Board of 

OKcharacter.org. While some talk about 

the great need for character in our society, 

Floyd has been a forerunner in filling that 

need. There is no doubt that Floyd has lived 

a life that epitomizes the essence of what it 

means to be a person of character.

Oklahoma 
Schools 
BY THE NUMBERS

5 
State/National Schools  
of Character

7 
more recognized as 
Schools of Character

38 
Promising Practices in  
Character Education 

39 
attendees at 2014 
National Character Forum

With the help of 

passionate educators, 

committed volunteers, 

Oklahoma Department of 

Education sponsorship 

and endorsement by the 

Oklahoma Regents for 

Higher Education, the 

Schools of Character 

movement is growing.

Volunteer Leadership 
We couldn't do it without you

To spread this movement, it not only 

takes amazing educators, but also 

requires amazing volunteers. New to the 

character education movement, Oklahoma 

has escalated the growth of Schools of 

Character. How? Volunteers who serve 

on boards, promote Schools of Character, 

evaluate applications, write blogs, web 

pages, host summer conferences, and 

deliver trainings.

For the schools and the students and 

families they serve, OKcharacter.org 

wants to say “Thank You” for the time you 

spend and the efforts you make!

Without each of you we would not see the 

growth that is taking place in the Oklahoma 

Schools of Character initiative.
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Investing in our mission
We want leaders that we can trust, leaders who have 

character. But, where do leaders learn these virtues? 

Character is taught in many ways, but one area of our 

society gives us the greatest ability to have impact – 

education.

If we want character beyond the classroom, we 

must have character in the classroom. The Schools 

of Character program has impacted 695,812 students 

nationally enabling 839 million* hours of being 

immersed in cultures of character. But with 45 million 

students in PreK-12 schools, we have a big task in front 

of us.  

We have a powerful solution to our nation’s leadership 

crisis and we need your help to set our nation up for 

success. Make your commitment to character by giving 

a gift to our Schools of Character program.

“The work Character.org is doing is truly 
shaping the young people of today so that 
they have the positive influences to become 
ethical and responsible members of society.”

- Maryanne Lavan, Senior Vice President,     
 Lockheed Martin

of Americans believe that 
unless we get better leaders, 
the U.S. will decline as a nation70%

Our goal is to aid in 
increasing the number  
of Schools of Character  
in Oklahoma.

Help us reach it by making your 
commitment to character through 
a tax-deductible donation today! 

Donate at give.OKcharacter.org 
or contact Madison Tomlinson at 918.577.7437 to discuss 

your investment in today’s youth.

2012 2013 2014 2015

National Schools of Character growth

127

30
25

132

50

29

136

48

44

166

84

67

Schools of Character 
Applications

State Schools 
of Character

National Schools 
of Character

* http://www.centerforpublicleadership.org/images/pdf/NLI/cpl_nli_2012.pdf
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Dear Friends,

Smart. Good. Two words that must go together to define our citizenry because knowledge without 

character is dangerous. Just note the incidences of hacking, Ponzi schemes, and financial scandals. 

Young people of today will be the caretakers of our world tomorrow. It matters that they become 

competent and educated, but the kind of people they become matters just as much. We want a 

world filled with caring, compassionate and honest individuals.

Four words to describe our past year: Focus. Simplicity. New Era.

Not only did we change our name to Character.org from the Character Education Partnership, but 

more importantly we went all-in with our Schools of Character program because we believe that 

education is among the best conduits to have impact on the youth of our nation. 

When the Character Education Partnership was founded in 1993, education was different. There 

was very little technology in schools and the internet was not for the masses. Now most classrooms 

have Smart Boards, teachers rely on technology and there are “flipped classrooms.” In 1993 there 

were only 130 websites. Today there are more than one billion. And, there is more computing 

power in an iPhone than there was in all of the Apollo 11 spacecraft.

With all of the changing going on, we still know one thing is for certain: the issues of character are 

timeless, and the story of character needs to be retold by new generations. We tell that important 

story through our many Schools of Character and how the 11 Principles of Effective Character 

Education leads to increased student academic achievement and reduced disciplinary problems. 

Our approach to success, linking smart and good, is being borne out by the research. As Russell 

Skiba’s research* with The Equity Project at Indiana University demonstrates, a school leader who 

prioritizes community building can have profound impact on how students do academically. 

All schools can and should become a School of Character because through these schools the future 

of our nation will be set up for success. This report is a testament to the impact Character.org is 

having, along with thousands of educators from around the country, on student academic and 

character success.

Charles Haynes   Becky Sipos

Chairman of the Board  President & CEO

*http://bit.ly/equity-project

LETTER FROM CHARACTER.ORG

“Character is, in the long run, the decisive factor 
in the life of individuals and of nations alike.”

Teddy Roosevelt



“IF ALL OF OUR STUDENTS IN EVERY 
OKLAHOMA SCHOOL COULD BE INVOLVED 

IN THE ‘SCHOOLS OF CHARACTER’ 
PROGRAMS, IT WOULD HAVE A GREATER 

IMPACT THAN ANY NEW TEACHING 
METHOD ON ANY SUBJECT EVER HAS.”

 
Jerry McPeak, OK State Representative 


